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What is What is DLFDLF??

Objective:
Stands for Distributed Logging Facility
A framework designed to centrally log messages and 
accounting information from Castor2 related services / 
facilities.
3 major components:

• DLF server – a collector daemon to receive messages
• Client API – C/C++ API to allow clients to write to the DLF server
• Web Interface – for graphical interruption and visualisation of the 

stored data.

Essentially its like a syslog server with a relational database backend (e.g. syslog-ng) but 
specifically designed fur much higher data collection rates and handling of castor specific 

data points such as request ids, file ids etc…
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Why was it changed?Why was it changed?
Data Management

The removal of old/obsolete/expired data was extremely inefficient             
(DELETE FROM X WHERE time > X days)
No archiving strategy is available. Once the data is dropped it is lost!

Scalability
Performance tests showed that DLF would not be able scale to the required 
message load.
(Increased load meant decreased Castor2 performance)

Robustness
Server: to improve the way in which the server responds to database related 
problems.
Client: synchronous API calls meant that a problem with DLF’s performance 
(e.g. slow insertion times) was felt/impacted the whole system as clients 
waited for DLF message to be acknowledged.

Recoverability
To improve the DLF frameworks ability to deal with scheduled or unscheduled 
service disruptions e.g network, database, etc...
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WhatsWhats New? (I)New? (I)
Asynchronous API

Messages to be written to DLF are now done with asynchronous calls. (clients 
no longer wait for acknowledgement)
Multi-threaded.
A client side cache (default: 5000 messages) allows for small disruptions on 
the DLF server to occur without message loss*

Server Memory Cache
Similar to the clients cache but much larger (default: 250,000 messages)
Core principle of the server is “to acknowledge messages with the smallest 
overhead possible”.
Stores the messages in memory pending database insertion.

Internal Monitoring Statistics
The server produces internal statistics about its performance collected every 5 
minutes.
Can be useful for tracing problems.

• SELECT * FROM DLF_MONITORING ORDER BY TIMESTAMP DESC;

* Assumes the process hasn’t died
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WhatsWhats New? (II) New? (II) ORACLE ONLYORACLE ONLY
Partitioning

Messages are now partitioned by time and sub-partitioned by facility.
1 partition exists for each day.
Partitions can be archived and dropped in minutes!
Partition creation is automated by PLSQL procedure (01:00 AM).

Archiving
Uses Oracle Data Pump (10g feature)
Partitions older then 30 days (adjustable) are ‘dumped’ to the file 
system, removed from the database and stored in Castor. 
Re-importation is manual, no GUI!
Archiving done automatically by PLSQL procedure (02:00 AM).
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WhatsWhats New? (III) New? (III) ORACLE ONLYORACLE ONLY

Request and Job Statistics
Information collected by DLF is processed every 5 
minutes.
Again PLSQL procedures.
Reports min time, max time, avg time, latency of all exiting 
requests and jobs

• SELECT * FROM [DLF_REQSTATS | DLF_JOBSTATS] ORDER BY TIMESTAMP DESC;

Increased Performance
Oracle Bulk Insertions are used to record many 1,000’s of 
messages in one go.
DLF can easily record 2,500 messages per second (3.75 
million rows of data every 5 minutes) for brief periods!!
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StatisticsStatistics

C2ALICE (Dual Intel Xeon 2.66 GHz, 2048 MB)
13 days worth of information (20 partitions)
~ 42 million messages collected in total (~190 million 
rows)
On average 3.2 million messages per day, 14.8 million 
inserts.
The database server can be unavailable for approx 1hour 
40mins without data loss.

A days worth of data ~ 2.7GB is archived in under 2 
minutes and dropped in ~ 6 seconds
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Web InterfaceWeb Interface

Supports multiple Castor2 instances
Gives users the ability to view information not only from 
the DLF database but also some parts of the stager 
database.
More user friendly interface.
Improved SQL query performance.

A page with 200 rows takes only 5 SQL statements to 
generate (not 1000’s) 

Not backwards compatible with older versions of DLF!

http://castoradm4/dlf-dev/
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Deployment Strategy (I) (Deployment Strategy (I) (ORACLEORACLE))
Upgrade DLF server first!

New facilities cannot write to the old server!
Database checks:

Two tablespaces: DLF_INDX, DLF_DATA
Permissions:

• GRANT EXECUTE ON DBMS_JOB TO castor_dlf; 
• GRANT CREATE JOB TO castor_dlf; 
• CREATE DIRECTORY DLF_DATAPUMP_DIR AS '<full path to directory>'; 
• GRANT READ, WRITE ON DIRECTORY DLF_DATAPUMP_DIR TO castor_dlf;

Prepare database schema:
Stop dlfserver ‘server dlfserver stop’
Drop old schema using OLD dlf_drop script 
Create the new schema using NEW dlf_oracle_create.sql

• This may take some minutes as it pre creates 7 days worth of partitions.
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Deployment Strategy (I) (Deployment Strategy (I) (ORACLEORACLE))

Upgrade castor-dlf-server software.
cp /etc/sysconfig/dlfserver.example /etc/sysconfig/dlfserver
service dlfserver start

Verify the server is running and ok 
Look at (/var/spool/dlf/log) 
“resuming normal operations” = OK

Upgrade the rest of Castor2!!!!! 



Questions ?


